English
Reading and discussing stories by well known
authors including rhyming stories
Writing a sequel
Poetry – developing expression in reading
Developing word choices in poetry and stories
Using a range of punctuation including speech
marks
ICT
Using programmable toys to explore distance,
direction and turn
Recording and testing instructions to
program a toy.

Mathematics
Introduction to division/sharing
Time – using vocabulary to represent the
passing of time
2d shape and symmetry
Fractions of shapes and number
Measuring weights
Reading scales –length and weight
Problem solving -measures
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Art & Design
Developing observational drawing using
viewpoints/viewfinders
Using circular weaving with different
materials
Creating 3d sculpture using recycled
materials
Music
Using poetry/story for composition
Exploring rhythm patterns
Build vocabulary to describe music

Once upon a bicycle

Science, Design & Technology
Investigating forces including friction and
gravity
Developing understanding of how pushes and
pulls change speed and direction
Mechanisms: models with moving parts– cogs,
axles, wheels and levers

Key Skills:
Communicating ideas through language, art
and music
Developing enquiry by investigating, asking
and answering questions

Humanities
Museum visit: using artefacts to find out
about the past
Creating simple timelines - bicycles
Developing use of time related vocabulary
Using secondary resources for research

Physical Education, PHSE
Gym – evaluate and improve a sequence
focusing on a particular aspect
Games- use and understand a scoring system
in a game situation
Dance- learn traditional country dances

Looking at transport in the local area
Developing ideas about improvements in the
local area, including the importance of
recycling
The story of Easter

Developing and sustaining good relationships
with others
Learning to cope with happy and sad feelings

This term our topic focuses on….

To help your child at home you could…..

 Enjoying rhyming stories

Read rhyming stories together
Make up different endings using rhyme

 Reading and writing poetry

Share some examples of poetry for children
through reading poems together – looking for
rhyme and rhythm

 The local area

Discuss features of the local area
and what you like and dislike about it

 Transport in the local area

Discuss types of transport used locally,
especially those used by children

 Time

Practise telling the time on analogue
clocks – o’clock, half past, quarter past
and quarter to

